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About This Game

Steam Developer Page : https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33919018-Ricardo-Pratas/
 Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSxrBhau34w53QACtcHMN3A?view_as=subscriber Twitter:

https://twitter.com/PratasRicardo

Not in Heaven is a Third-Person surreal adventure horror game, in which you will play as Emily, an eight year old girl.
After her mother's death, Emily's father had to raise her by himself.

One day Emily wakes up in a hospital room, the last thing she remembers is going on a road trip with her dad.
Help Emily find her father, the problem is, when you try to exit that hospital room, you find something you are not

expecting...

Key features:

-Third Person perspective
-Puzzle solving

-Intense Horror Atmosphere
-You are a child, you are helpless against any threat

-Xbox360 Controller
-Pleasant Graphics

-Optimized Graphics- You can play at a steady 60FPS in 4K using a GTX 680 for example
-Original Soundtrack

-A touching and scary story
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Note on Partial Controller Support: After navigating the Launcher that appears when starting the game with a
keyboard and mouse, Not in Heaven has full controller support within the game itself
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Title: Not in Heaven
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ricardo Pratas
Publisher:
Ricardo Pratas
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Dual-Core Processor with at least 2.00 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 550 ti or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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I always wondered why GameGuru used Lua as opposed to the language the Game Creators made. With this AGK finally works
with GameGuru tying together 2 wonderful pieces of software and in my opinion expanding the capabilities of both.

I haven't done much 3D with AGK but this is definitely got me interested into learning it further. If you have GameGuru and
AGK I don't see any reason why you wouldn't want to use this, unless you like lua!. i cant download it why?. Simple concept,
lots of fun. After going through about a dozen levels, it definitely increases in difficulty over time. Relatively simple enough to
make it to the hole, but getting it done within enough time to get 3 stars ranges from difficult to outright tricksy.

The bouncing mushrooms provide a good deal of zany frustration to the levels (in a good way).
Nice sound effects, charming music... overall a very good game for casual players who may not care about getting every single
star for every single level, while still a good challenge for those who do want to get all those stars.

I do wish there was a way to restart the level, rather than being forced to move on to the next one. - This was fixed by the
developer the day after I posted my review.. An easy point and click puzzler, but an enjoyable one. Why? It's hilarious.. Its not
bad. Definitly some parts were a bore, and I wanted to slam my head against the desk with some of the dialougue, but overall its
decent. The art is good, and the world is interesting. If there is one more caveat it would be that there is a crab ton of reading
and not a lot of significant choices.
I give it a 7-8 depending on where you are in the story.. Best remedy to get rid of stress.. I got this game because it was finally
on sale, but even on sale it turned out to not be worth the price. This game is not worth ANY price. It's buggy, clunky, and a pain
to play. The old solitaire PC games from the 90's were better coded and designed than this and even those games managed to
have a bit of charm despite their limitations. This game can't even compare in any of those aspects, making the $20 price tag
here feel like either a joke or a scam.
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It's a visual novel dating sim that shows you how masturbation addiction can make your life more difficult. I found it pretty
wholesome.. this game doesn't even take place near the 22nd century. The game is a fairly short point and click story based
around european folk tales. A child is sick and the king hires a hero to go and find a cure. It's quick, it's straight forward, and it's
a decent 20 min experience.
Things you might consider before purchasing however are -
It does contain nudity, not sexualized but just normal nudity. (A question could be asked WHY it's there as it doesn't add or
subtract from the experience in any way).
I found one area to be particularly jarring and completely out of place in a world of small thatch villages and king's castles, why
does the sword wielding hero get to the exploration site on a bus?
I think the best way to summarize my view would be that is seems like a person telling a story rather than a story that flows from
a mechanics stand point and the things that made it from a bedtime story to a playable game subtract from the experience as a
whole. Should you buy? ... i liked it's premise so for a dollar yes i would say so.. Weird as all hell, and kind of disappointing. It's
like... Imagine watching a generic noir mafia movie set in the late 90's\/early 2000's. After taking drugs. All of the drugs. It's
like the most random crap is thrown at you constantly, while one has very little choie in the matter. One seems to die at the end
of the game no matter what one does, and... Really, it's just a cluster\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. You are the chosen one.
You are now Mexican or Spanish.
Or wherever this stuff goes on at.

Bring it on. Music. YESSS! We need this music.. Great potential but lacks some things I look for- controller support and
automatic transmission. Yes, I am that type of player- I love the driving experience but play with a gamepad and automatic
transmission. The game currently suffers from the weakness of Richard Burns Rally- the triggers on gamepads are seen as one
axis, so cannot be used for brake and throttle, unlike most modern games. Deal breaker right there.
When this small issue is fixed, then I will be all on board for the great flexibility and modding potential. Please make this
playable with a gamepad and automatic transmission like all other modern racing games.
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